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Pope Looks for Quiet Sunday, Finds Himself Giving 14 Talks

VATICAN CITY — Tensions and worry about Pope Paul VI's effects on the Church in Western Europe were heightened by a Vatican official's recent comments and by his plans for a private, pilgrimage-like visit to the industrial city of Turin, not far from the epicenter of the ongoing protests.

The Pope's visit to Turin, which is scheduled for next month, comes at a time when the Church in Italy is facing a crisis over the so-called "papal revolution," which some critics say is undermining the Church's authority and moral standing. The Pope's recent comments about the need for change have been seen by some as an attempt to calm tensions and restore confidence in the Church.

The Pope's visit will include a private pilgrimage to the Turin Shroud, a piece of cloth believed by some to be the burial shroud of Jesus Christ. The shroud has been the subject of much speculation and controversy in recent years.

In a sign of the Pope's concern for the Church's future, he has invited a group of bishops from around the world to attend a special meeting to discuss the crisis.

The Pope's statements about the need for change have been met with mixed reactions. Some have welcomed his efforts to modernize the Church, while others have criticized his approach and called for a more radical overhaul.

In his homily today, the Pope called on Catholics to be salt and light in a world that often seems dark and troubled. He encouraged them to be examples of love and charity, and to be open to the grace of God.

The Pope's words were met with a mix of emotions. Some were moved by his words of encouragement, while others were critical of his approach and felt that he was not doing enough to address the root causes of the crisis.

Final Absolution: In the presence of thousands at Sacred Heart Cathedral, Archbishop McNeil admires the final Mass for the year by Bishop Walsh. The gathering took place on June 12 in Sacred Heart Cathedral, giving a solemn Pontifical Mass for the year by Bishop Walsh. Catholic media and other officials were present.

Can't relax: A member of the congregation cannot contain his emotions during the Mass. The service was dedicated to the memory of those lost in the massacre in Philippines.

RETRIBUTIONS RECEIVE: Pope John XXIII announces the absolution of the Papal Nuncio in China, Father Donatello da Cesena, who had been arrested by the Chinese authorities.

Smut Puts U.S. in Bad Light Overseas, House Group Told

WASHINGTON — A House group investigating how the United States is perceived overseas by our allies and enemies warned yesterday that the nation's image is "in serious trouble." The group, led by Rep. Edmund S. Muskie, D-Maine, also expressed concern about the effect of smut on the nation's image.

The group, which includes representatives from both parties, met privately with officials from the State Department, the Department of Defense, and the Central Intelligence Agency.

"We have been disturbed by the way our allies and enemies view us," Muskie said. "Many of them believe that we are a country that is out of control, that we are not a reliable partner in the search for peace and stability.

"We must do better," he added. "We must show the world that we are a nation that is strong, that we are a nation that is committed to the search for peace and stability."

Bishop Walsh Said "Now Well in China"

MONG KONG — Bishop Walsh of Hong Kong, who has been held in captivity in China, is said to be "now well." The news came as a surprise to many, who had feared for the bishop's safety.

The bishop, who was arrested in 1967, had been held in a government-run prison. He had been held in solitary confinement, and his family had been denied access to him.

The bishop's release comes as a relief to many, who had been worried about his well-being.

The bishop's family had been concerned about his health, and had been trying to secure his release. The bishop had been diagnosed with cancer, and had been undergoing treatments.

The bishop's release is a sign that the Chinese government is willing to engage in dialogue with the Catholic Church. The bishop had been a vocal critic of the government, and had spoken out against its policies.

The bishop's release is a sign that the Chinese government is willing to engage in dialogue with the Catholic Church. The bishop had been a vocal critic of the government, and had spoken out against its policies.

Requiem Mass for Archbishop Walsh

COLLEGEVILLE, Minn. — A Requiem Mass for Archbishop Walsh was held today in the Basilica of St. John the Baptist. The mass was attended by family, friends, and colleagues of the late archbishop.

The mass was led by Msgr. Fahey, who was Walsh's successor as archbishop. Other dignitaries included Bishop Fahey, who was Walsh's predecessor as archbishop, and Bishop Fahey, who was Walsh's successor as archbishop.

The service was a touching tribute to the late archbishop, who had served as archbishop of St. Paul-Saint Paul for 30 years. He was known for his commitment to social justice and his dedication to the poor.

The service was attended by hundreds of people, who came to pay their respects to the late archbishop. The service was a fitting end to a life well-lived.

THOUSANDS MOURN FOR MSGR. MCNEILTY

NEWARK — Thousands of mourners have been pouring into St. Mary's Cathedral to pay their respects to the late Msgr. McNulty. The priest had been a beloved figure in the Newark community for many years.

The priest had been a respected member of the community, and had been known for his kind and compassionate nature. He was a popular figure, and had been a trusted confidant to many.
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Father Halliwell to Celebrate Jubilee

Newark — His silver jubilee in the priesthood will be observed by Rev. William J. Halliwell, pastor of Our Lady of Lourdes Church on the corner of Sterling and Grove avenues.

Mr. McNulty —

McNulty was a wise, quiet, person. A lawyer and trial court judge he was well known and beloved by his colleagues and friends, and by the people of the county.

M. S. Marsh & Sons

VALUE

is a most important word

In fact, it is probably the word in which we measure the growth of our business during the past half-century. For value is what we offer above all — To the law quality goods while maintaining the lowest possible price.

Incidentally, to answer a question that has been asked many times, the prices in our Millburn store are identical with those in Newark Store. We invite you to visit either store for a quality goods at the lowest possible price.

United Irish Contractors Association of New York, Inc.

United Irish Contractors Association of New York, Inc.

For over 55 years, we have been engaged in the business of constructing and renovating commercial and industrial buildings.

The company was founded in 1900 by John J. McNulty, who was a native of Ireland and had worked for several years in the construction trade in New York City.

Today, the company is run by his son, Michael McNulty, who has been in the business for over 30 years. The company has built many notable buildings throughout the United States, including the New York Times Building, the Time Warner Center, and the George V Hotel in Paris.

The company is known for its high-quality workmanship and its commitment to making sure that all projects are completed on time and within budget.

For more information, please visit our website at www.unitedirishcontractors.com or call 1-800-555-1234.
Five New Jersey Jesuits To Be Ordained on June 20

NEW YORK — Five young Jesuits from New Jersey will be ordained at Fordham University Chapel June 20, the Church of the Gesu, Fordham University, New York City. They are: The Honorable Father Robert Harvey, a native of Bloomfield, Essex County; Father John F. Hennessey, O.C.S.O., a native of Paterson, Passaic County; Father John J. Finnerty, O.C.S.O., a native of Newark, Essex County; and Father James J. Sweeney, O.C.S.O., a native of Nutley, Bergen County.

The ordinations will be celebrated by Rev. Francis A. Spellman, auxiliary bishop of the Archdiocese of Newark, and Rev. James H. McTigue, auxiliary bishop of the Archdiocese of New York. The ceremony will be followed by the annual gowning of the new clergy at the Church of the Gesu, Fordham University, New York City, after the Mass.

Father Robert Harvey has been assigned to work as a Jesuit teacher in California. Father John F. Hennessey, O.C.S.O., will work as a Jesuit teacher in New York City. Father John J. Finnerty, O.C.S.O., will work as a Jesuit teacher in Paterson, Passaic County. Father James J. Sweeney, O.C.S.O., will work as a Jesuit teacher in Nutley, Bergen County.

AN ASSURED LIFE INCOME

with many spiritual advantages by sharing in the work of our S.V.O. Catholic Missionaries in Japan and the Philippines.

Invest your money through your LIFE INCOME MISSION CONTRACT

• Never failed an Interest obligation.
• Interest rates depend on your age — checks are mailed every six months.
• You receive a reliable income and help our Apostolic Cause.

Write for more information on your life income Mission Contract.

REV. FATHER RALPH S.V.O. CATHOLIC UNIVERSITYS
316 N. MICHIGAN
CHICAGO 1
To Ordain 14 Passionists
At Union City on June 19

UNION CITY — Fourteen Passionists will be ordained first Solenae Masses on Sunday, June 19, at 9 a.m. in St. Michael's Monastery Church.

The ordinands are Passionists Fathers Victor Haggard, Assistant Provincial; Father Bernard; Father John Downey; Father Raymond Gutt, O.C.S.; Father Thomas Kelly, O.C.S.; Father John McCarthy, O.P.; Father William Morgan, O.S.B.; Father John Mulcahy, O.B.L.; Father Thomas Mulholland, O.P.; Father John O'Neill, O.P.; Father Michael Conley; Father John Doyle; Father William Foy; and Father William O'Donnell.

Fr. Christopher Fr. Lally
Fr. Girard Fr. Lynch
Fr. Leitch Fr. Naughton
Fr. McGovern Fr. Walsh
Fr. McLaughlin Fr. Walz
Fr. Martin Fr. Doherty
Fr. Massell Fr. Conach

To Build Rectory in Bloomfield Parish

BLOOMFIELD — Ground for a new rectory in Sacred Heart parish here will be broken on Sunday, June 19, at 9:30 a.m. The new rectory will be completed by the end of the year and will be the first major capital improvement at the parish in its 25-year history.

The new rectory will be located on the property of the present rectory and will be constructed in two stages. The first stage will include the new rectory, the second stage will involve the renovation of the present rectory.

The new rectory will be dedicated to the Blessed Virgin Mary and St. Joseph, patrons of the parish.
Lord’s Day and Catholics

It is a sad thing for a priest to do as the state. It is not a sad thing for more than twenty-five thousand priests to do. The state has no business to be involved in the daily administration of the Church. The state is for the whole of the people and not just for the Church. The state is for the poor and not just for the rich. The state is for the educated and not just for the uneducated. The state is for the powerful and not just for the powerless.

Thus the state is not the official Church, nor is it the official Church in any part of the world. The state is not the official Church in any part of the world. The state is not the official Church in any part of the world. The state is not the official Church in any part of the world. The state is not the official Church in any part of the world. The state is not the official Church in any part of the world. The state is not the official Church in any part of the world.
Charity Toward Missions Exceeds All Charities

When the Rev. James M. Kavanagh, pastor of St. Lawrence Parish in Newark, asked his congregation to contribute to his "Charity toward Missions," it was expected that the donations would be moderate. But he was overwhelmed by the generosity of his parishioners, as their gifts far exceeded his expectations.

Society for the Propagation of the Faith

Arbor House of Prayer for Women, 109 W. 82nd St., New York, 17th Fl., is a community of Catholic women who dedicate their lives to prayer and service. They were founded in 1924 to provide a community of prayer and service for women who felt called to a life of prayer and service.

Pride of Statistics

At the recentStatistician's Conference in New York, it was announced that the number of Catholics in the United States had increased by 10 million in the past year. The conference was attended by representatives from all over the country, and it was the largest gathering of Catholic statisticians ever held.

The Best of Times

The Rev. John J. Flaherty, pastor of St. Patrick's Church in Newark, has announced that the church will be celebrating its 50th anniversary next year. The church was founded in 1963 and has been a cornerstone of the community ever since.
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WAR Has Been Declared
On the Youth of America!

By June Dwyer

This is a war zone! And the time you, the youth, are at war is the most important. If you are going to help, your government can only be assisted if you give them the weapons you need. If you are the soldiers, you are the only ones who can help.

The President has made the nation aware of the need to be prepared. We want to bring back in good shape. We want to send you to war in a good state and return you to civilian life in a good state. The country wants the youth to be in good shape.

Here's how you can help. You can help by being in good shape. You can help by being in good health. You can help by being in good spirits. You can help by being in good condition.
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THE POINT of this article is that a new era has dawned in the world of sports and athletics and that this era comes from the space between two phrases, namely, "the end of the era of the" and "and the beginning of the era of the." It demands the attention of everyone who follows the results of the games, and it is not the result of an individual but of a whole organization. It is the Federal Association of Catholic Athletics, which was formed to promote the idea of amateurism and to keep the game of athletics free from commercialism.

Christ the King Defeats Title JERSEY CITY — A demonstration of the possibilities of Catholic sportsmen was shown by St. Anselm's, which won the title in the inter-Loula league in 1939, by defeating the Catholic University of America, 7-2. The game was held at the campus of the university.

Arlington Swim Club At Seton Hall EAST ORANGE, N. J. — The Arlington Swim Club, which was founded in 1930, won the title in the inter-Loula league by defeating the Catholic University of America, 7-2. The game was held at the campus of the university.

Seven Schools Still Alive in Fight for League Titles ENGLEWOOD — Somewhat like the two little men who were kept alive by the little crowns in the two North Carolina State College baseball teams, New Jersey Catholic high schools baseball are financing their teams by putting on the war. These are the teams which will be alive to win the titles:

Newark Boys — The Newark Boys' High School is the only Catholic school team in the state which has a chance to win the championship. The team will be alive to win the titles.

Newark Girls — The Newark Girls' High School is the only Catholic school team in the state which has a chance to win the championship. The team will be alive to win the titles.

Essex Swim Club At Seton Hall EAST ORANGE, N. J. — The Essex Swim Club, which was founded in 1930, won the title in the inter-Loula league by defeating the Catholic University of America, 7-2. The game was held at the campus of the university.
Six Students Capture Top Science Awards

NEWARK—Six students from high schools in Northern New Jersey earned top awards in the annual statewide competition sponsored by the Northeastern Section of the Catholic Science Teachers Association for demonstrating a superior proficiency in science.

The winners included: Barbara C. Rose, Etna, first, $250.00; Martin G. Sigmon, Etna, second, $150.00; Debra Serine, Etna, third, $100.00; John M. Conlon, Etna, fourth, $75.00; Michael H. Healy, Etna, fifth, $50.00; and Martin W. O'Leary, Etna, sixth, $25.00.

The awards were presented by the sponsors of the competition, the Catholic Science Teachers Association, at a special ceremony held in the auditorium of St. John the Baptist High School, Bound Brook, June 1.

Awards Ceremony

The awards ceremony was held in the auditorium of St. John the Baptist High School, Bound Brook, on June 1. The principal of the school, Rev. Robert J. O'Leary, S.J., presided over the ceremony.

The winners were presented with certificates and checks for their awards. The principal of each school where the winners were enrolled also received a plaque.

The awards were given for the following scientific areas:
- Chemistry
- Physics
- Biology
- Mathematics
- Environmental Science
- Computer Science

The winners were selected from a field of over 500 participants from 250 high schools in the Northern New Jersey region. The winners were determined by a panel of judges who evaluated their projects based on the following criteria:
- Originality of the project
- Quality of the research
- Accuracy of the data
- Clarity of the presentation

The winners were asked to present their projects at the annual science fair, which was held on May 28 at the school.

The Catholic Science Teachers Association is a professional organization of science teachers and science educators who promote the teaching and learning of science in the Catholic schools of the Northeastern United States.

The association has over 150 members and sponsors various science competitions, including the annual statewide science fair and the national science fair.

The association also provides professional development opportunities for its members, including workshops, conferences, and seminars.

The association encourages teachers to incorporate science in their curriculum and to foster a love of science in their students.

The association is committed to promoting science education in the Catholic schools and to providing a supportive community for science educators.

Hudson Council to Hear Of Puerto Rican Problem

Jersey City — Rev. Joseph C. Faulkner, S.J., and Father Marie, the two guest speakers at the 10th annual Hudson County Whitehall Youth Council meeting, will address the council on the topic of Puerto Rico.

Father Faulkner, director of vocation at the Paulist Seminary in Cambridge, Mass., will speak on "The History of Puerto Rico," while Father Marie, a member of the Whitehall Youth Council, will discuss "The Social and Economic Conditions of Puerto Rico Today."
NEW SECTION OPEN
AT FORKED RIVER ESTATES

LAGON LOTs from $1800
SHELLS from $2990
WOODLAND LOTS $900

DIRECTIONS: Turnpike Exit 54 to Route 18. Following signs to Forked River. Bear left at light. Continue on Fellows Ave (New Brunswick) and continue on U. S. 1 to second traffic signal. North Brunswick, Landis Field. Head left around circle and follow Route 18 (north) to models. (approx. 3 miles.)

SUITON TERRACE, NORTH BRUNSWICK

DIRECTIONS: Turnpike Exit 9 to Route 18. Following signs to Forked River. Bear left at light. Continue on Fellows Ave (New Brunswick) and continue on U. S. 1 to second traffic signal. North Brunswick, Landis Field. Head left around circle and follow Route 18 (north) to models. (approx. 3 miles.)

CHOICE OF 3 PRESTIGE SPLIT LEVEL HOMES FROM...

- Low Down Payment
- 30 Year FHA Terms
- Flibn and all included
- Built-in cabinets and decorations
- Shipboard concrete steps
- Master Bath in master bedroom
- Central vacuum system
- Electric and gas connections
- Separate dining room
- Full basement
- Granite, stainless, utilities in
- and out door
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ALSO SEE... LONGVIEW

WYTHE, MOORE & CO., INC.

38-42 ALLENDALE AVE., ALLENDALE, N. J.
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